
C O N D E N S I N G  C O M M E R C I A L  G A S  W A T E R  H E A T E R S

CASCADING SEQUENCER 

CON·X·US® REMOTE CONNECT CAPABLE

EIGHT MODELS FROM 150,000 TO  
800,000 BTU/HR

FIRING RATE MODULATION TO 5:1

LESS THAN 20 ppm NOx

DIRECT-VENT FLEXIBILITY TO 100 FEET

Lo c h i n v a r.c o m

96%
Thermal Efficiency



7 Flexible Venting Options - Up to 100 feet of air intake and 100 feet of exhaust  vent  with PVC, CPVC, Polypropylene or SS. 

A Better Way to Achieve 96% Thermal Efficiency

  Fully Modulating with 
  5:1 Turndown

ARMOR features advanced Negative Regulation (Neg/Reg) sealed 
combustion technology, permitting fan speed to constantly adjust the 
volume of fuel and air entering the burner. This ensures that ARMOR can 

safely and reliably operate with supply gas pressure as low as 4 inches 
water column.

ARMOR is equipped with fully modulating combustion with 5:1 turndown. This means ARMOR can fire as low as 20% of maximum input 
when water heating demand is lowest, and increase the firing rate up to 100% as demand increases. The result is better overall efficiency 
and less cycling, compared to tank-type units which are “on-off,” which means they can only fire at 100% of maximum input.

Stainless Steel Condensing Heat Exchanger
The ARMOR’s stainless steel heat exchanger is built to ASME Section IV requirements. Its design provides superior resistance to 
corrosion caused by condensation from low entering water temperatures. Non - Condensing commercial water heaters will fail early 
with low entering water temperatures; however, with the ARMOR the lower the supply water temperature the more efficiently it 
performs throughout the life of the heater. 

ARMOR is a fully condensing commercial gas water heater. Available in eight models with inputs ranging from 
150,000 to 800,000 Btu/hr, the ARMOR achieves thermal efficiencies up to 96%.  

With standard tank-type water heaters, your choices are limited when it comes to matching input with storage capacity to 
meet “peak demand” delivery requirements. With ARMOR, you can match one or more water heaters with inputs ranging 
from 150,000 to 800,000 with one or more storage tanks in a wide variety of sizes. Lochinvar Lock-Temp® tanks are 
available to meet the need, from our 80-gallon vertical to the 5000-gallon vertical or horizontal model. 
Another advantage of the ARMOR “dual component” system is lower replacement costs. Standard 
tank-type designs require replacement of the entire water heater. With ARMOR, you’ll save time and 
money by only replacing individual components as needed, such as the pump or storage tank.

Separate Tank for Flexibility, Lower Replacement Costs

Factory Supplied and 
Shipped Standard 
with Every Model

*Optional Concentric Vent Kit Sold Separately 
(for 151-601 Models)

Sidewall Vent Termination

ARMOR offers 7 venting options and tremendous flexibility for 
placement of units within the building, because it permits direct-
vent air intake and exhaust runs up to 100 equivalent feet using 
either PVC, CPVC, Polypropylene or AL29-4C stainless steel vent 
pipe. Intake and exhaust runs can terminate horizontally 
through a sidewall or vertically through the roof. 

Direct-Venting up to 100 Feet

AW (286-801)



7 Flexible Venting Options - Up to 100 feet of air intake and 100 feet of exhaust  vent  with PVC, CPVC, Polypropylene or SS. 

Room Air VerticalDirect Vent Vertical Concentric Direct Vent 
Vertical*

Room Air SidewallDirect Vent Sidewall Concentric Direct Vent 
Sidewall*

Vertical w/Sidewall Air

Traditional tank-type water heater flue 
tubes with nearly 6" of lime scale buildup

Efficiency Loss Due to Lime Scale Buildup

Standard
Tank-Types
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ARMOR features the next generation of Lochinvar’s all-in-one 
SMART SYSTEM operating control with an advanced multi-
color LCD interface.  SMART SYSTEM provides outstanding 
functionality, and can be integrated directly into a Building 
Management System via ModBus and other communication 
protocols.  And now, the CON·X·US mobile communication 
platform allows SMART SYSTEM to go where no other water 
heater has gone before.†

CON·X·US provides the ability to monitor and manage Armor 
water heaters without ever stepping into the mechanical 
room.   CON·X·US will send alerts via text or e-mail with 
notification of changes in system status, and anytime, from 
anywhere, a user can check system status and re-program 
water heater functions.  Once downloaded, the free 
CON·X·US mobile application allows for remote access to all 
SMART SYSTEM functions using any internet-capable device.

Water Heater Control,  
From Anywhere.

†  CON·X·US board sold separately. See back cover for a complete list of SMART SYSTEM features.

®

REMOTE CONNECT ®

REMOTE CONNECT

Long-Lasting “Life Cycle” Efficiency
In a standard tank-type water heater, lime scale builds up over time on important heat transfer surfaces, insulating the water 
from the heat source. This decreases thermal efficiency and increases operating cost. Just 1/4" of lime scale can increase 
operating costs as much as 25%! This buildup in the bottom of the tank and around the flue tubes can cause tank-type 
heaters to fail in as little as 2-3 years. 

ARMOR’s “Better idea” concept eliminates the impact of lime scale, maintaining a high-rated thermal efficiency and low 
operating cost throughout its long life cycle. 

The chart below illustrates how ARMOR is a better way, delivering true “life cycle efficiency” compared to standard tank-
type units.






